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Abstract
Recent learning techniques for the representation of code
depend mostly on human-annotated (labeled) data. In this
work, we are proposing Corder, a self-supervised learning
system that can learn to represent code without having to
label data. The key innovation is that we train the source
code model by asking it to recognize similar and dissimi-
lar code snippets through a contrastive learning paradigm.
We use a set of semantic-preserving transformation operators
to generate snippets that are syntactically diverse but seman-
tically equivalent. The contrastive learning objective, at the
same time, maximizes agreement between different views of
the same snippets and minimizes agreement between trans-
formed views of different snippets.
We train different instances of Corder on 3 neural net-
work encoders, which are Tree-based CNN, ASTNN, and
Code2vec over 2.5 million unannotated Java methods mined
from GitHub. Our result shows that the Corder pre-training
improves code classification and method name prediction
with large margins. Furthermore, the code vectors generated
by Corder are adapted to code clustering which has been
shown to significantly beat the other baselines .
Introduction
Building deep learning model for code have been found use-
ful in many software engineering tasks, such as predicting
bugs (Yang et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2019),
translating programs (Chen, Liu, and Song 2018; Gu et al.
2017), classifying program functionality (Nix and Zhang
2017; Dahl et al. 2013), code search (Gu, Zhang, and Kim
2018; Kim et al. 2018; Sachdev et al. 2018), code comment
generation (Hu et al. 2018; Wan et al. 2018; Alon et al.
2019b), etc. While offering promising performance for the
tasks, these techniques mostly rely on human-annotated data
or based on some heuristic to generate the label to train suit-
able models. For example, Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b)
uses a heuristic to automatically extract method names from
function as labels and train the supervised deep learning
model for the method name prediction task. Jiang, Liu, and
Jiang (2019) shows that a large amount of method name does
not reflect the implementation of the method body correctly,
which can make the model becomes bias.
Preprint
Figure 1: Example of Semantical Equivalent Programs
On the other hand, self-supervised pre-training has been
proved to be useful in visual learning and natural lan-
guage processing. The benefit of pre-trained self-supervised
learning models are two-folded: (1) it enables the use of
large open-source repositories such as GitHub with lim-
ited or no annotations without artificially generating labels;
(2) it can be used for the fine-tuning process to increase
the performance of certain code learning tasks significantly.
In this work, we are developing Corder, a self-supervised
representation learning framework for source code that
uses semantic-preserving transformation techniques (e.g.,
dead code insertion, variable renaming, permuting state-
ment, etc.,) to generate syntactically diverse yet semanti-
cally equivalent programs. Our work is inspired by recent
work that analyzes the robustness of the source code model
with adversarial examples (Bielik and Vechev 2020; ?; Ra-
bin, Islam, and Alipour 2020), most of them rely on program
transformation techniques to generated such adversarial ex-
amples. An example of semantically equivalent programs is
shown in Figure 1. These 3 code snippets implement the
same insertion sort algorithm, but they are different in syn-
tax and textual detail, e.g. different variable names, permute
statements in the basic block that do not depend on each
other.
We use these equivalent programs to create a pretext task
that allows the model to recognize equivalent programs from
a large dataset. In doing so, the encoder trained for this task
will learn about the similarity of programs in such a way
that semantically related programs should be close in vec-
tor space. To achieve this goal, Corder uses the contrastive
learning methods that have been commonly used to learn
representation for image (Chen, Liu, and Song 2018) with-
out the need for labeled data. The neural network encoder
in Corder first learns generic representations of code snip-
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pets on an unannotated dataset, and then can be fine-tuned
with a small amount of labeled data to achieve good perfor-
mance for a given code prediction task, such as code clas-
sification or method name prediction. Generic representa-
tions are learned by simultaneously maximizing the agree-
ment between the differently transformed views of the same
programs and minimizing the agreement between the trans-
formed views of different programs, using a technique called
contrastive learning. Updating the parameters of a neural
network using this contrastive learning objective causes rep-
resentations of corresponding views to ’attract’ each other,
while representations of non-corresponding views to ’repel’
each other.
We trained 3 Corder instances with 3 encoders, which are
Tree-based CNN (Mou et al. 2016), ASTNN (Zhang et al.
2019), Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b) based on a larged set
of Java code named Corder-TBCNN, Corder-ASTNN and
Corder-Code2vec. In 3 downstream tasks, we evaluated the
utility of the pre-trained code representations, the first task
being code clustering to determine whether Corder would
generate identical vectors for semantic equivalent code snip-
pets. The other 2 are code classification and method name
prediction to evaluate whether the fine-tuning process can
improve the performance of such tasks over the pre-trained
Corder. For code clustering, our results using Corder outper-
form the best baseline (Code2vec) by 12% in term of Ad-
justed Rand Index; For the two supervised tasks, we utilize
the weights of the pre-trained model from Corder to fine-
tune the specific prediction model for each task: our results
using the fine-tuning process increases the performance of
TBCNN for code classification by 4.2% in term of accu-
racy, and increase the performance Code2vec and Code2seq
for method name prediction by an average of 6%.
Related Work
Self-Supervised Learning has made tremendous strides
in the field of visual learning (Mahendran, Thewlis, and
Vedaldi 2018; Gidaris, Singh, and Komodakis 2018; Zhang,
Isola, and Efros 2016; Korbar, Tran, and Torresani 2018;
Kim, Cho, and Kweon 2019; Fernando et al. 2017), and
for quite some time in the field of natural language pro-
cessing (Mikolov et al. 2013; Le and Mikolov 2014; Kiros
et al. 2015; Devlin et al. 2018). Such techniques allow for
neural network training without the need for human labels.
Typically a self-supervised learning technique reformulates
an unsupervised learning problem as one that is supervised
by generating virtual labels automatically from existing (un-
labeled) data. Contrastive learning has emerged as a new
paradigm unifying many past approaches to self-supervised
learning by formulating the supervised learning problem
as the task to compar similar and dissimilar items, such
as Siamese Neural Networks (Bromley et al. 1994), triple
loss (Schroff, Kalenichenko, and Philbin 2015), contrastive
predictive coding (Oord, Li, and Vinyals 2018). Contrastive
learning methods specifically minimize a distance between
similar data (positives) representations and maximize the
distance between dissimilar data (negatives).
Deep Learning Models of Code: There has been a huge
interest in applying deep learning techniques for software
engineering tasks such as program functionality classifi-
cation (Mou et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2019), bug local-
ization (Pradel and Sen 2018; Gupta, Kanade, and She-
vade 2019), function name prediction (Fernandes, Allama-
nis, and Brockschmidt 2019), code clone detection (Zhang
et al. 2019), program refactoring (Hu et al. 2018), program
translation (Chen, Liu, and Song 2018), and code synthe-
sis (Brockschmidt et al. 2019). Allamanis, Brockschmidt,
and Khademi (2018) extend ASTs to graphs by adding a va-
riety of code dependencies as edges among tree nodes, in-
tended to represent code semantics, and apply Gated Graph
Neural Networks (GGNN) (Li et al. 2016) to learn the
graphs; Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b), Code2seq (Alon et al.
2019a), and ASTNN (Zhang et al. 2019) are designed based
on splitting ASTs into smaller ones, either as a bag of
path-contexts or as flattened subtrees representing individ-
ual statements. They use various kinds of Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) to learn such code representations. Survey
on code embeddings (Ingram 2018; Chen and Monperrus
2019) presents evidence to show that there is a strong need
to alleviate the requirement of labeled data for code model-
ing and encourage the community to invest more effort in
the methods on learning source code with unlabeled data.
Unfortunately, there is little effort that invests to design the
source code model with unlabeled data: Yasunaga and Liang
(2020) presents a self-supervised learning paradigm for pro-
gram repair, but it is designed specifically for program repair
only. There are methods, such as (Hussain et al. 2020; Feng
et al. 2020) that perform pretraining source code data on nat-
ural language model (BERT, RNN, LSTM), but they simply
train the code tokens similar to the way pretrained language
models on text do, so they miss a lot of information about
syntactical and semantical features of code that can be ex-
tracted from program analysis.
Approach
Approach Overview
The concept of Corder can be represented like this at a very
high level. A code snippet P is taken and random transfor-
mations are applied to it to get two transformed snippets Pi
and Pj. – snippet of that pair is passed through the encoder
to get the code vectors vi and vj, respectively. The goal is to
maximize the similarities between these two vi and vj rep-
resentations for the same snippet. In addition, we also need
a way to minimize the similarity between a random pair of
snippets. Inspired by recent contrastive learning algorithms,
Corder learns representations by maximizing agreement be-
tween differently transformed views of the same snippet ex-
ample via a contrastive loss in the vector space.
Approach Details
As illustrated in Figure 2, this framework comprises the fol-
lowing three major components.
• A program transformation module that transforms the
AST representation of any given code snippet example
randomly resulting in two correlated views of the same
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example, denoted Pi and Pj . which we consider as a pos-
itive pair. We also need to generate negative pairs for the
Contrastive Loss function. In this work, we sequentially
apply three transformations: variable renaming, dead code
insertion, permute statement.
• A neural network encoder that can receive the represen-
tation of a code snippet (such as AST) and map it into a
vector representation. In this case, it should map the Pi
and Pj into two code vectors hi and hj , respectively.
• A contrastive loss function is defined for the contrastive
learning task. Given a set Pk including a positive pair of
examples Pi and Pj , the contrastive prediction task aims
to identify Pj in {Pk}k 6=i for a given Pi.
When training the model, we randomly sample a mini-
batch of N samples from a large set of code snippets and
define the contrastive prediction task on pairs of transformed
examples derived from the minibatch, resulting in 2N data
points. We do not sample negative examples explicitly. In-
stead, we follow (Chen et al. 2020) to treat 2(N − 1) trans-
formed examples within a minibatch (excluded the positive
pair) as negative examples For example, let’s take N = 2 to
illustrate the steps. For each sample in this batch, a random
transformation function is applied to get a pair of 2 images.
Thus, for a batch size of 2, we get 2 ∗ N = 2 ∗ 2 = 4 total
transformed code snippets. In summary, the steps for N = 2
can be described as:
• Given two code snippets P1 and P2 in the batch sampled
from a large set of unlabeled data, each snippets will be
applied two random program transformation operators, re-
sulting into P1i , P1j and P2i , P2j .
• Each of the above transformed snippets will be fed into
the same encoder to get v1i , v1j and v2i , v2j .
• Each of the above transformed snippets will be fed into
the same encoder to get the representations v1i , v1j , v2i ,
v2j .
• We use the Noise Contrastive Estimate loss (NCE) (Chen,
Liu, and Song 2018) function to compare the similarities
of these representations, our goal is to make each of the
pair v1i and v1j , v2i and v2j to be as close in the vector
space as possible. On the other hand, we want to make
these 4 pairs as dissimilar as possible: v1i and v2i , v1i and
v2j , v1j and v2i , v1j and v2j .
Program Transformation Operators The key idea to en-
able the neural network encoder to learn a set of diverse
code features without the need for labeled data is that we
can generate multiple versions of a program without chang-
ing the semantic of it. To do so, we are relying on pro-
gram analysis to apply a set of program transformation op-
erators to generate such different versions. Although there
are many methods for transforming the code (Rabin, Islam,
and Alipour 2020), we mainly apply three transformations
in this work, which are variable renaming, adding dead code
(unused statements), and permute statement to reflect dif-
ferent ways to change the structure of the AST, the more
sophisticated the change is, the better the neural network
encoder can learn. Figure 3 illustrates how the AST struc-
ture changes with the corresponding transformation opera-
tor. Further transformation operators will be considered in
the future.
• Variable Renaming (VN): Variable renaming is a refac-
toring method that renames a variable in code, where the
new name of the variable is taken randomly from a set
of variable vocabulary in the training set. Noted that each
time this operator is applied to the same program, the vari-
able names are renamed differently. This operator does not
change the structure of the AST representation of the code,
it only changes the textual information, which is a feature
of a node in the AST. With this operator, we want the NN
to understand that even the change in textual details does
not affect the semantic meaning of the source code. This
is inspired by a recent finding of Zhang et al. (2020), it is
proposed that the source code model should be equipped
with adversarial examples of token changes.
• Unused Statement (US) is the operator to insert dead
code fragments, such as unused statement(s) to a ran-
domly selected basic block in the code. Each time the
operator is applied, we traverse the AST to identify the
blocks and randomly select one block to insert predefined
dead code fragments into it. This operator will add more
nodes to the AST. For this, we want the NN still to learn
how to catch the similarity between two similar similar
programs even though the number of nodes in the tree
structure has increased.
• Permute Statement (PS is to swap two statements that
have no dependency on each other in a basic block in
the code. Each time the operator is applied, we traverse
the AST and analyze the data dependency to extract all
of the possible pairs swap-able statements. If a program
only contains one such pair, it will generate the same out-
put every time we apply the operator, otherwise the output
will be different. This operator does not add nodes into the
AST but it will change the position of the subtrees in the
AST. We want the NN to be able to detect the two similar
trees even if the locations of the subtrees have changed.
.
Neural Network Encoder for Source Code The neural
network can also be called as an encoder. The encoder re-
ceives the intermediate representation (IR) of code and maps
it into a code vector embedding ~v (usually a combination
of various kinds of code elements), then ~v can be fed into
the next layer(s) of a learning system and trained for an
objective function of the specific task of the learning sys-
tem. For example, in Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b), ~v is a
combination of different AST paths. In GGNN (Allamanis,
Brockschmidt, and Khademi 2018) or TBCNN (Mou et al.
2016), ~v is a combination of AST nodes.
In this work, we choose Tree-based Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (Mou et al. 2016) (TBCNN), Abstract Syn-
tax Tree Neural Network (Zhang et al. 2019) (ASTNN),
and Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b) as the encoders. We
choose these 3 because all of them work on the AST rep-
resentation of code. There are also other techniques, such
3
Figure 2: Overview of our approach
Figure 3: Example of how the AST structure is changed with
different transformation operators
as GGNN (Allamanis, Brockschmidt, and Khademi 2018),
Graph2vec (Narayanan et al. 2017) that represent the pro-
grams as graphs and use graph learning techniques to learn
the graph. However, most of them, especially the graph-
based models, are unable to scale and generalize for dif-
ferent programming languages. Although the graph repre-
sentation proposed by Narayanan et al. (2017); Allama-
nis, Brockschmidt, and Khademi (2018) has been proved to
work well on tasks, such as supervised clone detection, code
summarization, variable name prediction, etc., choosing the
suitable edges to be included in the graph representations
for such tasks can be time-consuming and not generalizable.
LambdaNet (Wei et al. 2020) is another graph-based model
that also contains semantic edges designed specifically for
the type prediction task. As such, it is not straightforward to
transfer a pre-trained graph learning model through differ-
ent code learning tasks and it is not easy to scale the graph
representation of code into multiple languages.
Contrastive Learning Loss Let sim(u,v) =
u>v/‖u‖‖v‖ denote the dot product between `2 nor-
malized u and v (i.e. cosine similarity). Then the loss
function for a positive pair of examples (i, j) is defined as
`i,j = −log exp(sim(vi, vj))∑2N
k=1 1k 6=i exp(sim(vi, vk))
(1)
where 1k 6=i ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator function evaluating to 1
iff k 6= i. The final loss is computed across all positive pairs,
both (i, j) and (j, i), in a mini-batch, which can be written
as:
L =
1
2N
N∑
k=1
[`(2k − 1, 2k) + `(2k, 2k − 1)] (2)
This loss is to pre-train the encoder to classify the positive P
among all Pk using the normalizing denominator to define
possible labels.
Use Cases
Code Embedding Vectors for Unsupervised Tasks
Code Clustering We use the code clustering task to
demonstrate that the encoder is able to produce vectors such
that the vectors that represent for semantically similar pro-
grams should be close in the vector space. Code clustering
task is to put similar code snippets automatically into the
same cluster without any supervision. Given the code vec-
tors ~v produced by the pre-trained InferCode for any code
snippets, we can realize the task by defining a similarity met-
ric based on Euclidean distance and applying a clustering
algorithm such as K-means(Kanungo et al. 2002).
Fine-Tuning for Supervised Learning Tasks
The paradigm to make a good use of large amount of unla-
belled data is self-supervised pretraining followed by a su-
pervised fine-tuning (Hinton, Osindero, and Teh 2006; Chen
et al. 2020), which reuses parts (or all) of a trained neural
network on a certain task and continue to train it or simply
using the embedding output for other tasks. Such fine-tuning
processes usually have the benefits of (1) speeding up the
training as one does not need to train the model from ran-
domly initialized weights and (2) improving the generaliz-
ability of the downstream model even when there are only
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small datasets with labels. The encoder of Corder serves
as a pretrained model, in which the weights resulted from
the self-supervised learning are transferred to initialize the
model of the downstream supervised learning task.
Code classification We use code classification (Mou et al.
2016) as a downstream task to demonstrate the usefulness
of the fine-tuning process. This task is to, given a piece of
code, classify the functionality class it belongs to.
Method name prediction We use method name predic-
tion (Alon et al. 2019b) as the second downstream task. This
task is to, given a piece of code (without its function header),
predict a meaningful name that reflects the functionality of
the code. .
Empirical Evaluation
General Settings To train our model, we collect a large
number of Java repositories from Github, to ensure the qual-
ity, we only choose the repository that has more than 5 stars,
which results in 5000 repositories (around 4 million files).
Since we perform the transformation at the function level,
we extract the functions from all of the files as the train-
ing code snippets. To avoid the same code snippet dupli-
cated in multiple locations, we removed duplicates at the
project level, file level, and method level. We do this by tak-
ing hashes of these entities and by comparing these hashes.
Noted that the size of an AST representation of a code snip-
pet can be large (up to 7000 nodes), which makes it dif-
ficult to train in large batch on GPU size so that we re-
move the ASTs that have a size larger than 1000. After re-
moving duplicates and large ASTs, the corpus contains 2.5
million code snippets. Then, we parse all the snippets into
ASTs using SrcML (Collard, Decker, and Maletic 2013).
We also perform the transformation on all of the ASTs to
get the transformed ASTs based on the transformation op-
erators described in Section . Having the ASTs as well as
the transformed ASTs, we train 3 instances of Corder for
TBCNN (Corder-TBCNN), ASTNN (Corder-ASTNN), and
Code2vec (Corder-Code2vec) by using the NCE as the ob-
jective loss function and choose Adam (Kingma and Ba
2014) as the optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001
on an Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU. We train each of the models
with 100 epochs and choose 100 as the batch size.
Code Clustering
Datasets, Metrics, and Baselines We use two datasets for
this task. The first is the OJ dataset that contains 52,000 C
code snippets known to belong to 104 classes (Mou et al.
2016). The second is the Sorting Algorithm (SA) dataset
used in (Nghi, Yu, and Jiang 2019), which consists of 10
classes of sorting algorithm written in Java, each algorithm
has approximately 1000 code snippets. These two datasets
have been used for code classification task (Mou et al. 2016;
Nghi, Yu, and Jiang 2019), where a fraction of the data is
split for training and the remaining fraction is for testing. In
this work, we use these datasets for the code clustering task.
Our clustering task here is to cluster all the code snippets
(without class labels) according to the similarity among the
code vectors: For the OJ dataset, we use K-means (K=104)
to cluster the code into 104 clusters; For the SA dataset,
we use K-means (K=10) to cluster the code. Then we use
the class labels in the datasets to check if the clusters are
formed appropriately. We use the Adjusted Rand Index (San-
tos and Embrechts 2009) as the metric to evaluate the clus-
tering results. For the baselines, if we treat source code as
text, the self-supervised learning techniques in NLP can also
be applied for code. As such, we include two well-known
baselines from NLP, Word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013), and
Doc2vec (Le and Mikolov 2014). We also include another
baseline from (Hill, Cho, and Korhonen 2016), a state-of-
the-art method to learn sentence representation. This method
uses a Sequential Denoising Auto Encoder (SAE) method
to encode the text into an embedding, and reconstruct the
text from such embedding. We also compare with two base-
lines for code modeling, Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b) and
Code2seq (Alon et al. 2019a). Code2vec works by training
a path encoder on bag-of-paths extracted from the AST. The
path encoder will encode the paths into an embedding ~v,
then use ~v to predict the method name. Code2seq shares a
similar principle, but the ~v is used to generate a text sum-
mary of code. In either case, we use the path encoders of
Code2vec and Code2seq to produce the code vectors and
also perform the same clustering process as InferCode.
Results Table 1 shows the results of code clustering us-
ing different models. The variants of Corder that are trained
on different encoders (TBCNN, ASTNN, Code2vec) per-
forms the best for both datasets. The pre-trained Code2vec
from (Alon et al. 2019b) and the pre-trained Code2seq
from (Alon et al. 2019a) performs worse than our Corder in-
stances significantly. This is reasonable because Code2vec
and Code2seq are trained specifically for the method name
prediction and code summarization tasks so that the repre-
sentations provided by them are not as good as ours. The
NLP methods underperform other code learning methods.
We will provide a deeper analysis of the clusters by provid-
ing visualizations of the vectors produced by different meth-
ods.
Table 1: Results of Code Clustering in Adjusted Rand Index
(ARI)
Model Performance (ARI)OJ Dataset (C) SA Dataset (Java)
Word2vec 0.2853 0.2451
Doc2vec 0.4235 0.2986
SAE 0.4178 0.3161
Code2vec 0.5879 0.5129
Code2seq 0.5345 04934
Corder -TBCNN 0.7146 0.6892
Corder - ASTNN 0.7558 0.6901
Corder - Code2vec 0.7245 0.6521
Fine-Tuning for Supervised Learning Tasks
Datasets, Metrics, and Baselines
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Code Classification We again use the OJ Dataset for this
task. We split this dataset into three parts for training, test-
ing, and validation by the ratio of 70:20:10. Out of the train-
ing data, we feed X% to the neural model, where X = 1,
10, 100. We then initialize the neural model either randomly
or with the weights from the pre-trained InferCode. There-
fore, we have four settings for training the supervised model
for comparison: fine-tuning the TBCNN encoder with 1%,
10%, or 100% of the labeled training data respectively, and
the randomly initialized model. Using only 1% or 10% is to
demonstrate that given a pre-trained model, one only needs
a small amount of labeled data to achieve reasonably good
performance for the downstream task.
We use the accuracy metric widely used for classification
tasks. As the baselines, we include the ASTNN (Zhang et al.
2019) trained from scratch, which is a state-of-the-art model
for code classification on the OJ dataset, and TextCNN (Kim
2014) and Bi-LSTM (Schuster and Paliwal 1997) trained
with 100% of the training data, which are widely used for
text classification.
Method Name Prediction We use the Java-Small dataset
widely used as a benchmark for method name predic-
tion and has been used in Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b)
and Code2seq (Alon et al. 2019a). This dataset has al-
ready been split into three parts, namely training, testing,
and validation. We perform the same evaluation protocol
as the code classification task by fine-tuning the model
with 1%, 10%, and 100% of the labeled training data,
in contrast to random initialization of the model with-
out fine-tuning. To predict the method name, we follow
Code2vec to use the code vector ~v to predict the embed-
ding of a method name from a lookup table (see Section
4.2 in Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b)). We measure predic-
tion performance using precision (P), recall (R), and F1
scores over the sub-words in generated names, following the
metrics used by Alon et al. (2019b). For example, a pre-
dicted name result compute is considered as an exact
match of the ground-truth name computeResult; pre-
dicted compute has full precision but only 50% recall;
and predicted compute model result has full recall
but only 67% precision.
Results Table 2 shows the results for code classification.
Fine-tuning on 10% of the training data gets comparable re-
sults with the NLP baselines. Fine-tuning on 100% of the
training data gets a 4% improvement over training from
scratch for TBCNN, and 0.7% improvement over training
from scratch for ASTNN.
Table 3 shows the results for method name prediction.
Fine-tuning on 100% of the training data gets 9% improve-
ment over training from scratch for Code2vec, and 4% im-
provement over training from scratch for Code2seq.
Summary
Through the evaluation of code clustering, we have shown
that vectors generated by different Corder instances are use-
ful. The vectors of the semantic equivalent programs are
close in vector space, which explains the good performance
Table 2: Results of Code Classification in Accuracy with
Fine-Tuning (FT) vs Supervised Training from Scratch
(Sup) on the OJ dataset
Approach FT (1%) FT (10%) FT (100%) Sup
TextCNN - - - 88.7%
2-layer BiL-
STM
- - - 88.0%
Corder-
TBCNN
70.4% 86.1% 98.0% 94%
Corder-
ASTNN
73.12% 88.9% 98.50% 97.8%
Table 3: Result of Method Name Prediction in F1 with Fine-
Tuning (FT) vs Supervised Training from Scratch (Sup) on
the Java-Small Dataset
Approach FT (1%) FT (10%) FT (100%) Sup
2-layer BiLSTM - - - 31.56%
Transformer - - - 32.33%
TextCNN - - - 25.67%
Corder-Code2vec 17.44% 25.22% 28.41% 19.59%
Corder-Code2seq 20.31% 38.54% 47.33% 43.02%
of the K-means clustering similar snippets into the same cat-
egory. The results of the fine-tuning process on code classi-
fication and method name prediction also show that the pre-
trained Corder helps significantly improve the efficiency of
these tasks.
Analysis and Ablation Study
In this section, we perform some analysis and ablation stud-
ies to measure how different design choices can affect the
performance of Corder.
Impact of Different Transformation Operators We per-
form an ablation study to measure how each transformation
operator affects the performance of particular code learn-
ing tasks. We train Corder with three encoders: TBCNN,
ASTNN, and Code2seq with similar settings Evaluation
Section. but we only use one operator at a time, resulting
in six pre-trained models. Then we perform the code clus-
tering task, the fine-tuning process on the two classification
task, also similar to the Evaluation Section. Table 4 shows
that the Unused Statement operator consistently among the
operator that perform the best for most of the tasks.
Figure 4: Visualization of the Code Vectors of the Pro-
grams from 6 classes in the OJ Dataset produced by Corder-
Code2vec and Code2vec
Cluster Visualization To help understand why the vec-
tors produced by Corder pre-training are better than the vec-
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Table 4: Ablation Study Result on the Impact of Different Transformation Operators on Tasks - Code Clustering (CC), Fine-
tuning over Code Classification (FT-CC), Fine-tuning over Method Name Prediction (FT-MNP)
Methods Ops TasksCC (ARI) FT-CC (Acc%) FT-MNP (F1%)
Corder-TBCNN
VR 0.5823 94.98% -
US 0.6821 97.21% -
PS 0.6596 96.01% -
All 0.7146 98.24% -
Corder-ASTNN
VR 0.5651 97.8% -
US 0.6981 98.23% -
PS 0.6981 98.35% -
All 0.7558 98.50% -
Corder-Code2seq
VR 0.5452 - 44.68%
US 0.6981 - 47.34%
PS 0.6431 - 45.91%
All 0.7245 - 50.87%
tors produced by others, we visualize the vectors of the
programs from the OJ dataset that have been used for the
code clustering. We choose the embeddings produced by
Code2vec (Alon et al. 2019b) and the Corder pretraining of
Code2vec for the first 6 classes of the OJ dataset, then we
use T-SNE (Maaten and Hinton 2008) to reduce the dimen-
sion of the vectors into two-dimensional space and visualize.
As shown in Figure 4, (1) the vectors produced by Corder-
Code2vec group similar code snippets into the same clus-
ter with clearer boundaries, and (2) The boundaries among
clusters produced by Code2vec are less clear, which makes it
more difficult for the K-means algorithm to cluster the snip-
pets correctly. This is aligned with the performance of the
code clustering task (Table 1).
Conclusion
We have proposed Corder, a self-supervised learning ap-
proach that can leverage large scale unlabeled data of source
code. Corder works by training the network over a con-
trastive learning objective to compare similar and dissimilar
programs that are generated from the concept of semantic-
preserving program transformation. These programs are
syntactical diverse but semantical equivalent. The goal of
the contrastive learning methods is to minimize a distance
between the representations of similar programs (positives)
and maximize the distance between dissimilar programs
(negatives). We adapted Corder into 3 tasks: code clustering,
fine-tuning for code classification, fine-tuning for method
name prediction and find that Corder pre-training signifi-
cantly improves accuracy on these tasks.
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